
"FASTOLFI MONETA," "FASTOLFES MOT," AND THE 

LIKE, ON COINS OF EADGAR REX ANGLORUM. 

By ALFRED ANSCOMBE, F.R.Hist.S. 

IIING EADGAR reigned in Wessex and Mercia from October I, 

A.D. 958, till his death on July 8, A.D. 975. He and his 
predecessor King Eadwig were sons of King Eadmund the 
son of King Eadweard the Elder the son of King lElfred. 

Eadgar's reign of I6 years and 9 months was so quiet and peaceful, 
on the whole, that he gained the title of Pacificus. He reigned in 
peace through ever showing himself to be prepared for war, and he 
thereby even surpassed the example of his father's grandfather King 
Alfred the Gn~at. 

It is recorded in the Saxon Chronicle that Eadgar was crowned 
at Bath on May II, A.D. 973, presumably as Rex Totius Britannice.1 

This was in the fifteenth year of his reign as King of the 'West Saxons 
and Mercians. He then led all his ship-forces to Chester and received 
homage thereat from six reigning kings of this island who plighted 
their troth to him and undertook to be his fellow-workers by land 
and sea. Eadgar died only two years afterwards, and when his son 
and successor King Eadweard the Martyr was murdered on March I8, 
A.D. 979, the tenth century had seen the deaths of five English 
kings in succession in a period of 33 years. The unlucky sequence 
of five royal names which present the headword EAD (bliss, happiness, 
wealth) is remarkable. 

Here follows an alphabetical list of the abbreviations that must 
be employed in this paper in order to save frequent repetition of the 
titles of the numismatic and other works quoted and relied upon. 

1 Compare the numerous Eadgar charters (in Kemble) for titles. 
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The titles are given in full along with the names of authors or 
editors. 

ACQ. . " Anglo-Saxon Acquisitions of the British Museum." 
By G. C. Brooke, M.A., Num. Chron., Series 5, 
vol. v (1925), pp. 343-365. 

B.M. I . . "Catalogue of English Coins in the British Museum. 
Anglo-Saxon Series." Vol. i (1887). By Charles 
Francis Keary, M.A., F.S.A. Ed. Reginald Stuart 
Poole, LL.D. (Down to King Eric of Northum
bria) . 

B.M. 2 . . Vol. ii (1893). By Herbert A. Grueber, F.S.A., and 
Charles Francis Keary, M.A., F.S.A. (All the 
West Saxon kings to Eadweard the Confessor.) 

HESSELS . "An Eighth-Century Latin-Anglo-Saxon Glossary." 
By J. H. Hessels (1890). 

HILDE . . "Anglosachsiska Mynt i Svenska Kongliga Mynt
kabinettet." Af Bror Emil Hildebrand (1881). 
This collection comprises IO,576 Anglo-Saxon 
coins, elaborately described. 

PROU. " Les Monnaies Merovingiennes." In" Catalogue des 
Monnaies Fran<;aises de la Bibliotheque Nationale." 
By Maurice Prou (1892). 2,902 coins are 
described and their inscriptions most industriously 
analysed. 

"P.P." . . Dr. Paulus Piper's Index to his edition of the 
"Libri Confraternitatum Sancti Galli Augiensis 
Fabariensis," Monumenta Germanice Historica 
(1884), pp. 401-549. This Index presents 
nearly 600 columns of personal names and their 
occurrences. It is unfortunately neglected. 
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The four Tables that follow will, it is hoped, be helpful to all 
numismatists who care to realize the problems indicated. 

Table I. A list of the Anglo-Saxon Kings referred to, with 
the comparative numbers of the occurrences of 
MOT. 

" 
II. Three Groups of Latin and O.E. Possessives of a 

Moneyer's Name followed by either MONETA or 
MOT. 

"III. Latin and O.E. Possessives followed by MONETA 

or its Variants. 

"IV. O.E. Possessives followed by MOT. 

TABLE I. 

The Names and Dates of the Anglo-Saxon Kings referred to, 
and the occurrences of MOT. 

MOT occurs ;-
1. Offa 755 to 796. M. o. 

11. Coenwulf .. , 796 to 822. M. o. 
iii. Cu-5red .. . 796 to 805. K. o . 
IV. lE-5elstan ... 925 to 940. W. 5 ex 156. 
v. Anlaf 941 to 944. N. I ex 18. 

VI. Eadmund ... 940 to 946. W. IO ex 157. 
vii. Eadred 946 to 955. W. 18 ex 120. 

VIll. Eadwig . .. 955 to 959· W. 5 ex 36. 
ix. Eadgar .. . 959 to 975· W. 13 ex 2II. 
x. Eadweard 975 to 978. W. o ex 36. 

Xl. lE~elred II 978 to 1016. W. o ex 408. 

In the last column of the above Table the initials M., K., W. 
and N. respectively indicate Mercia, Kent, Wessex and Northumbria. 
The Roman numerals in column I are made use of in Tables 
III and IV to indicate the King referred to in the particular items 
in those Tables. 
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TABLE II. 

Three Groups of Latin and Anglo-Saxon possessives of the same 
Moneyers' Names followed appropriately by MONETA or MOT. 

1. Durandies moneta ... § ix. B.M. 2, No. I69.1 
Durandes mot § ix. B.M. 2, No. 49. 

2. F astolfi moneta § ix. B.M. 2, Nos. I74, I75. 
Fastolfes mot § ix. B.M. 2, Nos. I78, I80. 

3· Herolfi moneta § ix. B.M. 2, No. I89. 
Herolfes mot § ix. B.M. 2, Nos. I92, I93. 

1 The es of " Durandies " was added ignorantly to the Latin possessive Durandi, 
by the die-sinker. 

TABLE III. 

Latin and Anglo-Saxon Possessives followed by Moneta and its 
variants. 

(a) MONETA. 

(b) MONET. (d) MON. (e) MO. 

(c) MONE. 

K. Abboni, a. IX. Fastolfi. IV. Paules. 
K. Eusebii, a. IV. Pauls. vi. Paules. 
K. Abbone, b. Vll. Elfredes. VI. Domences. 
11. Seberhti, a. viii. lElfredes. vi. OlSelrices. 
ii. Werheardi, a. V111. Amundes. lX. Durandies. 

iii. Heremodi, a. 
.. . 

Dunnes . ix. Dudremones. VI11. 

iii. Verheardi, a. ix. Elfredes. IX. Winees. 
IX. Fastolfi, a. IX. Lefinces. ix. Fastolfes. 
IX. Herolfi, c. ix. Lefmanes. VI. Abban. 
ix. Durandies, a. IX. Winemes. ix. Manan. 
lX. Ioles, b. IX. Ingelries. IX. Oban. 
lX. Leofnes, b. IX. Ingelmes (M). 

VI. Wihtes: MOl Xl. Adelafes HO 
iv. Paulus, a. 
K. Abboni, c. 
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TABLE IV. 
Moneyers' names followed by MOT. 

iv. Bida ... vii. Boigaes. viii. Dunnes. 
iv. Durstan·· . Vll. Demence·· . viii. Fre lSices. 
iv. Sigfoldes. vii. Elfres. viii. W ulfeares (E: : [J) . 
iv. Sihares (H: : [J) l vii. E lSelulfes. 
iv. Vintulf·· • vii. Fre 15ies (C omitted). lX. 1E :'Ielulfes. 

Vll. Grimes. IX. Deorulfes.5 

v. Sicares (C : : [J). vii. Hunred · .. IX. Durandes. 
vii. Ingulfes. ix. Fastolfes. 

VI. Amyndes. vii. Maneca·· . IX. Fre15ices. 
VI. Durandes. vii. o oelrices. 3 IX. Herolfes. 
vi. o lSi et I orgel. 2 vii. Osulfes. lX. Igolfer lSes. 
VI. ReglSeres. vii. ReglSeres. lX. Leofinces. 
vi. Sieades (E :: [J). vii. Sigares. IX. Mannees. 
vi. Sigares. Vll. Tylead rex.4 IX. O:'ialri···es (C omitted). 
VI. Sigwoldes. Vll. Wul · · ·gares. 
VI. Wulfgares. 

viii. Amundes. 
Vll. Agtardes. viii. Cnapees. 

1 : : for" misrepresents." 
2 " 0 15ietiorgel," l : : s. 
3 with" OMT " for MOT. 

4 for Tilheardes. 

IX. Osulfes. 
ix. Oswardes. 
lX. Wilsig. 

5 HILDE, Plate I, No.6. This is not included in the text by ,Hildebrand. I 
am indebted to Mr. Wm. C. Wells for information concerning it. 

The problems presented by the Tables II, III and IV must 
now be dissected. They are :-

1. The Latin word MON:=TA and its meaning. 
2. The Anglo-Saxon word MOT and its meaning. 
3. The Latin genitive of the name of the moneyer. 
4. The Anglo-Saxon possessive of the same personal name. 

, 1. MONETA. 

The English words "mint " and "minter" are respectively 
derived from Latin moneta and monetarius. The latter word had 
come to mean a mintmaster by the time of Flavius Eutropius, a 
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Roman historian, who dedicated his "Breviarium Historice 
Romance" to the Emperor Valens, who was ruling from A.D. 364 
to 378. The word monetarius is derived from moneta, but it is 
impossible to connect the word moneta, whose stem is mon, with · 
coins or with coining. The true meaning of " Moneta" is the Mother 
of the Muses (the nine goddesses of learning). It was also applied 
to Juno, the daughter of Saturn and the wife of Jupiter, because 
she admonished the Romans by an earthquake, to offer sacrifices 
to the gods. It was in her temple at Rome that Roman money was 
first coined, and the name moneta was given-(a) to the mint; (b) 
to money itself; and (c) also to the stamp or die wherewith the 
metal was struck into coin. 

Twenty years ago our much esteemed and lamented member, 
Mr. W. Sharp Ogden, contributed a scholarly paper to the fifth 
volume of our Journal, upon" The Roman Mint and Early Britain." 
This :fi.lled fifty pages of the Journal and is a very helpful article. 
It reveals the dignity of the Roman mint or officina in the temple 
of Juno Moneta. The higher officials of the Roman treasury were 
known as monetarii and Livy (book vi, 20) says that the site of the 
house of Marcus Manlius on the Capitoline Hill was where the 
temple of Juno Moneta and the mint office stood in his day. Mr. 
Ogden's list of the officials in the Officina at Rome is most interesting. 
There were I7 signatores or die-sinkers; I6 officinatores or chief 
workmen; II suppostores or die- and flan-placers, and 32 malleatores 
or hammermen. These artificers acted under the optio or manager 
who was responsible to the exactor or superintendent. 

There was no continuance of Roman mints in Britannia. But 
pieces of money, like the" Scan Omo~u" piece and the" Hama " 
one, were certainly struck in the fifth century in Anglo-Saxon Britain 
whether these pieces were money or ornaments. 

Our word "money" came to us through Norman-French 
moneie which represents Latin moneta with customary Frankish 
dropping of the intervocalic t.1 Our Anglo-Saxon forebears first said 

1 Cpo pater, "pere" ; frater, "frere " ; mater, " mere." 
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manit, then munit and lastly mynit, and we have reduced that to 
the monosyllable" mint." Hence English" mint" arid" money" 
both represent Latin moneta. In Old English Latin e became z in 
early loan-words, as in O.E. tile (" tile "), pin (" torture "), side 
(" silk "), for Latin tegula, pcena, seta. Also Latin 0 gave place to 
O.E. 'bt and that became infected vocally by the long z of mt'1nit < 
mynit; cpo Latin words coquzna, culzna, molzna, which became 
cycene, cylen and mylen, after they were borrowed from Latin by our 
forefathers. These are now kitchen, kiln and mill. In Anglo-Saxon 
times a coin was a mynet, and a money-changer was a mynetciepa, or 
money-chapman. A mint was a mynet-smippe, or coin-smithy. 

The word monetarius occurs occasionally in full on Merovingian 
coinsl; but I know of no case in which it so occurs on Anglo
Saxon ones, though it is not at all unlikely that it might . The inscrip
tion " Ascolu monetra " which occurs on a coin of King Anlaf of 
Northumbria (941-952) No. 1088,. B.M. I, certainly suggests it. 
So also does" monetr. a" (No. 1079). The forms minetret (1092), 
minetr (1094, 1095), and minitrt (1093, 1096) are obviously intended 
for myneter(ius). 

The later Anglo-Saxon coinage clearly owes its style and art to 
Christian and Frankish influence. Evidence of close commercial 
relationship between Kent and Francia is to be found in the coinage 
of the two kingdoms; and it has been proved 2 that the change 
from the earlier English Sceatta currency to the later one of pennies 
is a result of Frankish influence. The Mancus, a monetary unit of 
30 pence, cannot be dated positively much earlier than the time of 
Charlemagne (768-814). The gold Mancus was equal to about 
7s. 6d. sterling, and the silver Mancus, weighing only about one-fifth 
of an ounce, was about equal to our shilling. This word mancus is 
Arabic, and it is believed that it came to England through diplo
matic relations with Charlemagne and the East. 

1 Prou, ~LS., p . 34, p. 6II. 

2 Seebohm, "Tribal Custom in Anglo-Saxon Law." York Powell, English 
Historical Review (1890), p. 133. H. M. Chadwick, "Studies on Anglo-Saxon 

Institutions (1905), p. II." 
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One of the coins of King Regnald Godfredsson who ruled in 
Northumberland in A.D. 943 and 944 (No. r080, B.M. r, p. 232) 
presents AVRA MONIT REI on the reverse and our problem as to 
what MONETA means on Anglo-Saxon coins appears before us. The 
explanation refuted is that the inscription should be expanded to 
Aura monetarius regis or Regnaldi. But, the numismatist who was 
responsible for this would appear to have been unaware that the 
Aura was a Scandinavian coin worth fifteen pence, modern (fr. 

It is a long-established custom to assume that moneta and mon 
on Anglo-Saxon coins mean monetarius and are abbreviations of 
that word. In r885 Mr. Charles Francis Keary, M.A., F.S.A., went 
beyond this. He contributed a chapter (V) on "British Coins" 
(pp. 99-r40) to a volume on " Coins and Medals: Their Place in 
History and Art" by the authors of the British Museum Catalogue. 
This was edited by Mr. Stanley Lan,e-Poole. Mr. Keary describes 
the Anglo-Saxon coins thus: "On the reverse appears the name of 
the moneyer, thai-is to say the actual maker of the coin; at first the 
name simply as Eadmuun, Ibba; later on with the addition of 
MONETA (for monetarius) and later still with the name of the town 
at which the piece has been struck, as Godman on Lund. In a 
foot-note Mr. Keary remarked that "on probably stands for 
[MJON[ETARIVSJ." We shall presently see that Mr. Keary when 
collaborating with Mr. Grueber abandoned this absurdity. 

The coins of lEthelred the Unready present another contraction 
which Mr. Keary did not explain-namely, M-O. It is no longer 
possible to ignore the fact that on is an Old English preposition 
which means" at " when it is set before a place-name. Hence the 
phrase "Godman on Lund," which Mr. Keary dealt with so 
erroneously, means" Godman at London." In Hildebrand's work 
on the Anglo-Saxon Coins in the Royal Cabinet at Stockholm, 4,348 
coins of King lEthelred are listed and described. Of these about 
one in a thousand presents MONETA. There are five occurrences, 
in fact. The on before the mint-names is very frequent and the 
following abbreviations occur galore: M'O, M'O, M-20, M-O, M+O, 

MlZo, M.20, M7 0, MOON, M#ON, M·ON. Vie unquestionably have 
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the O.E. preposition on following an M which is marked to indicate 
that it (M) is an abbreviation. As we have scores of Anglo
Saxon phrases such as on Stanford; on Serebyri; on N or'8wic, we 
cannot be wrong to object to the insertion of the Latin word 
monetarius. The M ' in these phrases is the sign of the Old English 
mynetere. Hence, for instance, full phrasing such as "Leofwine M· 0 

NorlSwic," and the like, should be expanded in Anglo-Saxon 
throughout and this postulates Leofwine mynetere on Nor"Owic, i.e. 
" Leofwine mintmaster at Norwich." 

In the British Museum Catalogue of English Coins, Anglo
Saxon Series, vol. 2, Grueber and Keary remark (Introd., pp. civ, cv) : 
"We must note that, though the earlier English coins contain 
a certain number of different contractions such as MON., MONET., 

etc., almost from the very beginning of the coinage the form MONETA 

became the usual one after the name of the moneyer. Later on it 
becomes, till the appearance of themint-names,almost the stereotyped 
form. In some cases, notably for example, in the case of the type 
introduced by lEthelwulf (No. xvii), and continued by his successors 
and on the contemporary coinage of Mercia,I it is obvious that this 
word 'moneta' is no necessary contraction, the exact number of 
the letters in the inscription being arranged beforehand. The 
question therefore arises whether at this time 'moneta' could 
really, in the eyes of the coin-engravers, have stood for' mone
tarius.' If it did so why . should they have voluntarily assisted at 
this unnatural abbreviation? [po cvi. The Italics are mine, A.A.] 
It is quite possible that tJ:1e form' moneta' at first was a contrac
tion, but that afterwards it became a substantive word. In the 
latter case it could only have signified' money,' 'coin.' And in 
that use of the word a legend such as TORHTVLF MONETA (p. 2I) 

could only signify Torhtulf's money .. " And the supposition tha~ 
they (the engravers) did so interpret the word' moneta' receives 
confirmation by an observable tendency in the later coinage to 
put the name of the moneyers in the genitive." 

1 See pp. 21, 23, vol. ii, and pp. 75, 76, vol. i; compare also lElfred, type i. 
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The conclusion that Keary and Grueber arrived at is expressed 
as follows: "It seems impossible to explain the occurrence of 
possessive cases better than on the supposition that when they were 
engraved at all events 'moneta' had come to stand in popular 
repute for' coin,' , money' only." 

This conclusion overlooks the philological fact that O.E. mynet, 
our" mint," has a third meaning which was expressed in Anglo
Saxon times by "mynetsmi~lJe"; and also the historical ones 
that the Roman mint was known as " Sacra Moneta Urbis," and 
that the use of Moneta became more and more frequent in the 
Roman Empire from the time of Diocletian onward. Consequently, 
the word "moneta" in numismatic inscriptions should stand by 
itself for what it actually is, namely, the mint. There is no need 
to expand it, as Keary and Grueber declared; and the fact that 
the possessive case of the Anglo-Saxon moneyers' names precedes it 
as early as the eighth century justifies the conclusion that it meant 
"mint." For instance, King Co enwulf , of Mercia, ruled from 
A.D. 796 to 822 and among his coins in the British Museum are four 
that bear the following inscriptions :-

Seberhti Moneta, No. 78, B.M. I. 

Werheardi Moneta, Nos. 85, 86, 88. 

If moneta is short for monetarius, as it follows a possessive it 
can only mean Seberht's monetarius, which is an impossible meaning. 
To avoid this some numismatists expand moneta to monetarii and 
claim the right to add "money" or "coin" at will. Hence 
" Seberhti Moneta" is asserted to mean "the money of Seberht 
the minter." 

We must remember that the first mintmasters came over 
from Francia to Kent in the sixth century, or early in 
the seventh. Maurice Prou in his admirable work on "Les 
Monnaies Merovingiennes" (1892) records the fact that the 
word monetarius sometimes occurs on Frankish coins in full, 
i.e. without abbreviation. In his Introduction Prou lists the 
various abbreviations that point to monetarius, so he declares. 
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Among these are moneta, monita, munita (IS); monet, monit, munet 
(20). These I regard as presentations of Latin moneta, and when 
we have studied the Merovingian possessives it should be quite 
clear that extension to monetarius or monetar1:i is as unwise in Franco
Latin as it is in Anglo-Saxon-Latin. In Prou's copious Index we 
get (( Abboni Munet"; (( Teudomaris Moneta"; (( Tinilavi 
Munita"; "Vendemi Moneit "; (( Ursoleni Moneta." The meaning 
of moneta in French is officine, a (( workshop." Hence the meanings 
of Seberhti Moneta, Teudomaris Moneta, and vVerheardi Moneta are 
-from Seberht's minting-house, from Teudomar's minting-house 
and from Werheard's minting-house. In each case the Latin 
preposition de was understood. Prou enables me to substantiate 
this hypothesis. The late Latin word for a mint was officina: cpo 
(( de officina Laurenti"; (( de officina Maurenti"; (( de officina 
Maret(i)." These occurrences of officina are discussed by Maurice 
Prou on his pages xviii, 23, 24, 285, et al. Hence, if it can be acknow
ledged that the Latin preposition de was intentionally omitted by 
the A.-S. mynetere (and others) we can recognize that moneta is in 
the ablative case used just like de officina in Francia in Merovingian 
times. 

There is another helpful occurrence. On a coin of Eadgar, 
B.M. 2, No. 196, we get (( Leofinces mot·I · " The final ·1· signifies E, 

and O.E. mote is in the locative case, quite correctly after an 
omitted (( of." Hence (( [of] Leofinces mOte" presents the Anglo
Saxon rendering of [de] Lefinces moneta. 

The name of Burgred, King of Mercia, from A.D. 853 to 874, 
occurs on 263 coins in the British Museum, and MONETA or MOHETA 

is presented on nearly everyone of them. As no town is named 
upon any of these coins it is obvious that we must read de moneta 
and conclude that there was only one mint in Mercia at the time 
and that that was at the King's chief city. It would be absurd 
to replace MONETA by something else. 

This brings us to Table II on which Latin and Anglo-Saxon 
possessives of the names of moneyers followed by MONETA and its 
variants are listed. We get 10 Latin genitives, and in Table III 
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three groups, or doublets, of Latin phrases and Anglo-Saxon ones 
are listed. . 

2. MOT. 

The three Anglo-Saxon phrases in Table III quite clearly 
explain the three Latin phrases in the same Table :-

Durandi moneta = Durandes mOt. 
Fastolfi moneta = Fastolfes mot. 
Herolfi moneta = Herolfes mot. 

The officina which was called moneta on one group of coins was 
styled mtJt on the other. Now what does mtJt signify? It is certain 
that the customary suggestion that Durandi moneta, and the like, 
mean "the money of Durand the monetarius," is absurd. It is 
not possible even to apply it in the numerous cases which present 
mtJt after an Anglo-Saxon personal name in the possessive. No king 
could have consented to such a phrasing or implication. The 
earliest indications of the use of mtJt occur under }E~elstan (A.D. 
925-940). Its use in the reigns of Eadmund, Eadred, Eadwig and 
Eadgar was increasing slightly, but after Eadgar it almost drops out. 
There are only two occurrences of MOT among }E{Selred's coins 
known to me, and one of MOTO; v. Hilde Nos. 461, 1729, 3341. 
In the four reigns immediately preceding lE~elred about 40 occur
rences of MOT are listed after moneyers' names in the possessive. 
I know of no attempt to explain this, and Anglo-Saxon numismatists 
to whom I have applied for guidance are equally at fault. ~ODA 

M-OTO sC FT probably does not present MOT O[N] :S:CEFTsBRI ; but 
MOTO sCEFTsBRI in accordance with West Country idiom. The 
Eadgar coin Hilde, Plate I, No.6, would appear to present a play 
upon the words" Deorulfes mot in " [DeorabyJ. 

Among the more recent additions to the collection of Anglo
Saxon coins in the British Museum (v. Acq.) are two of a minter 
named Manna. This was a minter under King }E~elstan and King 
Eadweard II. In the British Museum Manna's two coins read as 
follows: Nos. 521, 522, of Dr. G. C. Brooke's grouping: MANNA 

MOTON 10MIEAR0~E. 
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The D is crossed on the upper part of the curve and the inscrip
tional phrase is Mercian in dialect. In the Midlands the final n of 
the singular possessive of weak nouns in a, like Manna, fell away 
just as it did in Northumbria. We may therefore expand the reading 
to Mannan mot on Tom[w]ear~ge. This signifies "from Manna's 
mot at Tamworth." Tamworth, in Staffordshire, was a royal 
residence of the Mercian kings in the ninth century, and some of the 
tenth-century forms of the name are :-

T omanworthig, 
Tamawearthige, 

T amaworthige, 
T amewurthe. 1 

The compound words in O.E. which present mot are surprisingly 
numerous. They have received systematic consideration from the 
following philologists :-Bosworth-Toller, Heinrich Leo, John R. 
Clark Hall and Henry Sweet. From such sources we may learn that 
mota in Gothic meant a toll, a custom-house. In the German of 
to-day maut means toll, duty, and mautamt means a custom-house. 
In O.E. one of the meanings of mot was also" toll," "tax." But the 
most frequent meaning of mot is " a meeting." Cpo jolcmot, sciremot, 
hundredmot, burhgemot and mceggemot. The last word means just a 
family meeting. We also get mothus, motcern, motleah, motstow, 
gemotstcede, which are equally indicative of the place at which the 
mot or meeting was held. The old name for parliament-witenagemot 
is well known. It should be clear that mot or moot, as they say 
in Northumberland to-day, means a meeting, primarily. Hence, as 
mceggemot was used to indicate a family meeting, it is obvious that 
in connection with money and the name of a moneyer mot means 
the officina, moneta, or " mint," where the king's money was coined 
and where the monetarius = mynetere, and his officers and artificers 
met and performed their duties. 

It will, of course, be objected that the minting-house was the 
king's and not. the myneter's. But there is really less difficulty in 
accepting" Fastolf's mint" than there is in accepting the customary 

1 In Domesday Book we get Tameworde, Tamworde. 
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rendering "Fastolf's money." It would be absurd to suppose 
that every one of the mints in Anglo-Saxon times could be spoken 
of as " the king's "; and it is equally absurd to suppose that the 
moneyer was permitted to call the coins his own money. 

I have found four occurrences of mot on coins in the locative 
case, namely :-

" Eric moti," Northumbria, II13, B.M. 1. 

" Adradus motl-," St. Eadmund, 199, 200,201, B.M. 1. 

" Godin mot·I." Eadred, 48, B.M.2. 

" Leofinces mot·I·" Eadgar, 196, B.M. 2. 

The occurrences of "mot· i. ," "mot I" "mot 1-" are very 
important, inasmuch as they clearly indicate the locative and dative 
case of O.E., mot, namely, mote, "at" or "from" the mot. The 
use of I to denote E was quite common in early times. Cpo the 
following presentations of EBORACE in B.M. 1. : 

II34 EBORACI. 
II66 EDORACE. 
IIS6 IDORACI. 
II39 EBORCI. 
II38 CBOR7\CI. 

Numismatists who have jumped to the conclusion that MOT 
after the possessive means monetarii would naturally claim that the 
i of "Eric moti" and "Godin moti," etc., supports their case. 
But there need be no doubt about mot·, · and mot I- standing for mote. 

After mot we get the prepositions in, on, mt, et. These, of 
course, should be followed by the name of the town in the locative 
case. In Hessels we find" conuocatio populi" glossed" gemoot " 
(with 0 doubled for length); C. 841. 

Finally in the Gospel of St. Matthew, xxii, 19, we may read 
that Our Lord said, in reply to the question of the Pharisees, " Is 
it lawful to give tribute unto Ccesar, or not?" "Show me the 
tribute money. And they brought unto him a penny." In the 

/ 
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Lindisfarne Gospels l p. 171, the reading is: Ostendite mihi nomisma 
census, and the gloss to the last two words reads: "mynittre vel 
mot ~ces cynige[s] uel ~ces g[e]roefa[n]." This i.ndicates that the 
tribute or tax, in Northumbria, might go either to the king or to 
the gertfa. We get a parallel to this in the" Capitularia Regum 
Francorum "2 wherein we learn that the comes (the gerefa) or count, 
is the king's representative in the county and that his duties are 
to exact the censum, market tolls and other dues on behalf of the 
king, and to enforce the acceptance of good coin and the rejection 
of bad coin. In the later capitularies he is found presiding over a 
min t himself. 

3. THE LATIN GENITIVE OF THE MONEYER'S NAME. 

The names in Latin form on the early Kentish coins clearly 
connect the issues with Francia and the Merovingians. Abboni, 
Eusebii, Seberhti, ¥lerheardi, Heremodi, O~i, Fastolfi, Herolfi and 
Durandi are very interesting. Of these the last appears on coins as 
"Durandies" and the double genitive -i and -ies is due to the 
ignorance of the die-sinker who added the O.E. gen. -es to the Latin 
one. Abbonius and other personal names ending in -ius, made 
their genitive case in -i. 

O~i occurs on coins which bear a slightly confused inscription, 
" O~ietiorgel mot." This occurs on a coin of Eadmund (Mont. 664). 
We have the right to expect a possessive before mot and such readings as 
" Leofnel," " Wihtet " and" Iorgel " present the scribal error of l for s. 
In Wihtet we get the erroneous L upside down. Now O"'8ietiorges 
mot can only represent O"'8i et forges mot, i.e. the minting-house of 

1 "The Gospel of St. Matthew in Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian versions, 
synoptically arranged." Ed. Charles Hardwick, I8S8, in completion of the work 
of J. M. Kemble, who died in I8S7. 

2 V. "Local Government in Francia and England," by Helen M. Cam, M.A. 
(I9I2), p. 22. Extracts are made from" Legum Sectio," II, of the" Capitularia," 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica, edd. Boretius and Krause, I883-I897, note 9, 
p.864· 
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O'lSus and Iorgis. In Paulus Piper's Index we find the name of 
George presented as Iorgia, Iorgis and Iorgo. Odo is frequent in 
"P.P." Moneyers bearing the name Oda (Latin Odus) were serving 
under lEthelstan and Eadmund I and from Eadgar to Cnut. But 
Oda and O'lS are not the same. Cpo Searle, p. 382, wherein several 
Oth-names are enumerated. 

It must not be supposed that all the O.E. mot-coins have been 
listed. Dr. Brooke, in the Numismatic Chronicle (v. Acq. supra, 
p. 34), mentions a few others. E.g.-

No. 527. Megenfre'lSmot Aethelstan 
" 543. Sicwoldesmot Eadmund 
" 549. lE'lSelulfesmot Eadred 
" 55 I. Erimemot Eadred 

P·358. 
P·361. 

P·362. 
p. " 
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